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INTRODUCTION

Responsibility in fact is to say right and to inform right that cause to correct flaw of actions. Responsibility is one of the actions that cause to grow and solve the problem of society. With responsibility we will clear the blurs and find a way to sole the tough problems.

Responsibility cause to the governor answer in correct way about his actions to pollster department, a good action or a department should be based on approved frames and law frame analysis, pollster and responsibility cause to clarify draw backs and backbones and detect the crossing from redlines of law.

When responsibility happens? Who can be a real responsible? A person who have no responsibility to god and believe other world have? And why he should be responsible and notes the instruments of treat of Freak? Believing in god and return to god and carefulness to actions and movements prepare a believed person to responsibility.

Correct responsibility is created by believing in god and morals.

Speed in responsibility is essential that help to inform people lack of speed and delay in responsibility cause to less impact of it. Rumors grow and create a situation for doubt and pessimism and enemy misuse are some of lack of on time responsibility, rumors a growth of unreal things about governors and it’s useful when we want stick something to somebody and when government do not have positive activities and hide information and reports some information in its own benefit.

Government report usually have its own policy and less realistic and this option make them useful.

People partnership in society governing cause to make them confidence and their reliance and they in form about actions unconsciously and automatically responsibility occurs. Responsibility is a factor to assurance for do better actions and tasks and when someone feel it use more attention in his tasks Person try to be more responsible about person that they have them this rule responsibility in personal and social life cause to personal and social discipline.

Reform of actions is possible with asking question about actions. Appreciation the governor cause to make them proud and neglected and ignored in governing tasks, because whatever they hear is appraise and surrenders try to show the situation as good and the defect lacks forgive and people annoyance will neglected.

Governments that exempt themselves about responsibility they just grow the seed of dictator and people abject and bring lots of human for their people.

Human value is just for human munificence and bring value for human support of human munificence is one of important basis of human rights announcement and the best way of providing it is responsibility. Responsibility in fact guarantee the society attendance in actions pollster and by this tool people believe themselves as the owners of government if with a questions most of parties canceled with excuse of act against
government this way cause to omit bravery and obtrude in analysis of situation and bring a situation full of suffocation and blandishment and free people will stay home in a situation like this because
They will pay the price with each sentence or idea that can’t be irrecoverable and by this reason pay attention to responsibility and create situation to elaborate on lacks and draw backs is really important and clear.

Topic one: concept of responsibility, types and basis:
Article one: responsibility and its happening condition:
Paragraph: responsibility and term ology:

In English we use responsibility and another equaling accountability that they can be translated us <<responsibility>>. In this relation we have word confidence and questions as a source. Thinking about mentioned words turns responsibility in term of democracy to this concept that governors selected or dictators ones are client and they should be able to show how they use their power and clothier tasks.

The significant note in political view of responsibility is if government is responsible to people some people needed to be punished when some problems or lacks happened.

Responsibility is a tool for answer and explain actions and elections of person or governor department that followed with political and some dues for jurist’s responsibility is a tool to control governor in frame of rules.

In the other word for jurists responsibility is at the service of law governing, natural justice and fair, legal common law, legacy aims and people’s rights and tasks system. The trace of this type of responsibility is possible to omit actions, unaccredited, payment of damage, jail, discharge of government jobs for governors or admins tractors base on the rule breach [1].

Responsibility to responsible person about their tasks or in the other word excuse for tasks and actions or undone actions is: the clarified definition of given tasks; clarity of responsible person; The responsibility of tasks is unchangeable and the answers should be clear.

Second paragraph: no responsibility in west:

In middle Ages of ignorance and superstition in Europe; people hadn’t right against governor. The governor and people relation was based on no responsibility because their vision of government was an analogical one.

They believe in god responsibility and this responsibility equals to no responsibility to people and there was contrast between god and people. And this topic cause to antireligious places in west.

<<philon (Greek philosopher first century A.D) said that Caligula (monarch emperor of Roma) had said: as herder has dominance on his covey the governors have lead on peoples and conclude that governors are like god and peoples like covey.

All powers is by god and god send all powers but it’s not the reason to act against monarchs. All illness is by god but is not reason to bring people. A thief attacks me in jungle if it’s enough to give him the bag or should cross the illness and hide my money or give it to thief happily. What is my responsibility about the power of thief, mean gun (the same 64–72?).

Habze argued that person freedom is not in contrast with governor’s power, say: we don’t imagine this freedom (person freedom to deference) omits the governor’s power on person life or decrease it. Because none of governor action about people is not cruel because it is the decision. The governor action is the people action. He has all the rights and he has rights of god power and should appraise natural rules. It’s possible and sometimes happens that governor destroy person but we can’t say it’s cruel. As Yaftah kills his daughter. In this cases a person who killed like this an action that cause to death. Can do it or not? The order about the governor that kill people is the same because while his action is against (aim and unfair, while killing of arroyo by Davood was like that. But there was no cruel to Arroyo but it was about the god and Davood was the god obedient [2].

In this idea god responsibility is enough. The justice is whatever the governor do and people have no right. What we can’t see in this idea is that believe in god is the backbone of justice and human rights.

The fact is that believe in god is the basis of justice thoughts and people natural rights and just with god acceptance we can accept natural rights and real justice as two separated convention and on the other hand god is the best assurance to perform them [3].

Responsibility and conscious is another affected factor in monitoring of human behave and by this reason in Islamic culture we have special situation for governor actions and we should be careful about person that accept a task.

Third paragraph: responsibility happening term:

Law control can be we as one of standard measures. Law answer to the related equations about having or no having the capability to do actions and detect the result to obey and the actions will clarify with rules;

a)Total terms
The rules make force the governors to be responsible and makes the responsibility is a base action. The care money in responsibility cause to omit responsibility.

Responsibility should be in in modern way, it means a person about procedures of actions and easily reach to information and guide by the governors in every fields: any vague point and leads or no correction cause to their responsibility.

b)Abstract terms

The governor’s view about people should be a correct idea base on accepting them as generous and high variety of people and any request by them is a duty for the governor’s and try to manage Mel do it select people for governing base on merit and avoid to any action that cause to unfair and prejudice. When unable are govern the responsibility has no money because they always try to excuse for their inabilities in against with responsibility and the responsibility will forgive.

**Fourth paragraph: features of efficient responsibility:**

Responsibility should have a series of feature to be responsible to remove the work points of system and increase the backbone of it these features are:

a)Remove concentration in government decisions

The traditional decision making is in contrast with aims and give rights to different departments and it is in balance with unity in aims and centralization in decision making knows the lack of centralization as a block to usage and efficient responsibility but in people base systems idea there is no need to decision making frame and line a responsibility and any department should has its own aims and responsible for them.

In the better way for better responsibility, power and aims should be divided into departments as possible on of them should be responsible to other departments in addition remove centralization making use of essential ways for improve decisions like negotiations, correlation, competition or even a system for petition is necessary.

In fact this separations cause to keep the interpretation of third element (people and pollsters) indecisions to create efficient responsibility [1].

b)Force to excuse and talk about decision basis and people attendance in decision to do so the force to excuse and talk about decision basis is essential managers explain to their clients base on what make decisions. By this way the basis will clarify if the decision is based on predicted elements or standards or agree with people or law basis and moral basis or not and by this it clarify if the problem cause of the rules or the producers was wrong. Explain the reasons of decisions creates an aprotic unity analysis the rules and reform the mistake force governors to explain reasons of resolution cause to accuracy for decision making. If there is no logic or ration behind decision cause to miss confident of people and people protest.

Governor force to make decision based on people request and solve their problems and prepare needs and select ways to be responsible about peoples to remove mistakes and errors and try to use people idea to best decision, If decision aren’t base on rules and frames or governors wrong interpretations the decision will be wrong and should be canceled and create new decision. Responsibility about actions usually happens after analysis of department’s action and they should be responsible about their dues.

The reason of error or defect in a department always is the lack of rules or non-comprehensible rules but wrong arrangement and not illegal arrangement can be court as a reason for it. Responsibility has producers and tools to prepare peoples services and should be clear; but some concepts of responsibility that based on governments actions are limited.

This idea are searching for accused person, while miss management may cause a series of reasons like lack of complete organization or wrong procedures or inefficient one and different outer or inner pressure; so while some ideas like public responsibility or department on have the previous aspect of pollster; the other concept of politic responsibility or rules one have the offense face concept. The outer lawyer idea and politicians in term of department responsibility should be in contrast with the analysis inner manager’s control and responsibility reflects the aims worth’s for lawyers, politicians and government managers.

While lawyers interested in laws and keep personal right and benefits governor problems, public benefits and using more flexible way to solve government problems like advice coders, negotiation, peace talks and voluntary way to reform politics.

In people government system that democracy governed people are the real governors and their selected government perform their requests and government is the people client and the power can change; by this reason they should answer to the real governors.

<<people interference in society governing cause to their confident and consciously or not the will inform about most of actions and reach automatic responsibility for example, public research or department one that it is one of Angelo Saxons used in some countries like Norway, France and Spain is common.

Before the mitting they decide about the aims and in decision making use people ideas, thoughts and offers to avoid decisions in against of people needs and pleas>>. By this reason we analysis a public research in com countries:
USA after World War I, the extension of departments and federal: incense of choices and government policy creates a vast revelation in people thoughts and governors realized to keep people rights in contrast with power of departments senators approved as a department rules in 11 June 1946.

This rule completed by another rule as public information rule in 1967. Recent rule is about ceremonies of public and efficient information. The department rules of USA that inspired by most countries to edit department rules is really important.

Most of lawyer believed in these rules pens anew country in US public laws. To talk about importance of this rule it’s enough to say the US congress ordered the date of approve should officially published by governments and officials. The premier congressing one of its orders about department rules say this rule is really important and introduce this rule as new rule in department rule fields. This rule contain of 4 parts; ceremony of public announcement about official and government department, approving rules, make department decisions, ways to complaint against department decision.

This rule says obey of rules and ceremonies about rules edition and department decision making is essential.

a) Edition of rules, based on amend four of department rules, departments rules ceremony should be based on people attendance and talk about believes and thoughts

To do so law force government departments of USA before approving rules that they need, inform people by advertising in newspaper. In advertisement should note the date place of approve and the layout or prototype of law and its amends should clarify and detect a deadline.

People can express their idea (oral or written) about the offered law and law makers should do a research to know about people ideas.

Based on department law the researcher person should analysis people ideas and suggestions like an impartial person and after all announce the last decision that it is law based on Americans law a person who done the researcher is the one who decide. It’s clear that if client or research jury doesn’t agree with the law department should cancel it.

In USA more the ceremonies of advertisement and research people have one month to talk about the defect of law to detect of law to detect and fix the defect governors have right to omit the ceremony of advertisement if it is not based on people benefits but this decision should be logical and have some responsible excuse. Based on department law, in terms of army law and foreign politics and governments department there is no need about ceremony of research and advertisement.

It should be mentioned that the ceremony of advertisement and research is hold in edition department law in Norway and Spain.

Offer:

we have no procedures in our country to editing laws, although public laws have important rule in our country based on people rights and duty but usually setup without negotiation; while we know there is no difference between laws and both of them are obligatory.

So as we use negotiation in some law we should use it for relations. In this situation we will see every day’s regulations in contrast with each other. It is needed in our country to hold ceremony like advertisement and research and pay attention to protest before the final approve of relation.

a) Take department adjudications departments of government of USA have to take some adjudications that they are in benefits of person has based on reports of departments as law predicted and in harm of society decision army options and selection and election are not follow this rules.

The ceremony in USA are for department and that these decisions have effect an people like freedom, ownership and soon decisions about urban and rural reclamation, extension of roads cancel ownership, prescription of license or imitation of it in USA law these actions are abstractly on the border of perform and justice and we call them (semi justice) decisions. And these note fully explain why making justice decision is contradictories and follow by ceremonies and why law makers of US force department to research before decisions and hear the suggestions and analysis the reasons after that make decisions.

We know we have law justice in terms of ceremony on American semi justice decision and law makers try analysis the reasons by an impartial governor in this case the researcher has right to talk with people and hear the witness ideas and search for knowhow persons and analysis thee situation and finally offer a decision

The researcher person offer usually is the last decision. Because a person who research is a person who decide in US based on ancient basis. Public thoughts in us knows the hearing system as unimportant system for public and as the aim of hearing is to use justice law guarantee in the departments. The researchers try to avoid freeze the department system by the public research system.

2) In England 1957 a committee has been held by Franck as chairman to analysis people problem and unsatisfactory and find ways to prepare people needs against departments. After this the committee called Franck committee and delivered and important report about department courts in England and public research law to parliament to create the basis of law in 1958. This law has two main part:
1. Department courts,
2. Public research.

This law that predicted important guarantees for reserving people and society rights, is really important in England.

A base on 1958 law all of decisions about urban and rural reclamation, keep ancient crafts, create ownership and public buildings like airports and harbors should be create base on department research. Other cases usually refers to private ownership in cases that department decisions effects on person or society rights or benefits the research ceremony should hold the health and care cases, public education, transportation, nationality and Donte or help to legal congress are the examples.

Expect what law predicted department can research about what it want so research ceremony contain informing people before decision and clarify about date and place of research. Research will do by an agent that acts like referee (same p464).

Research has defending approach, it means every questions has answer and agent create report and freely express his feelings and ideas. The report procedures in not necessary for minister and department agent and ifit’s not possible if a person officially request a report the minister has to it and explain reasons.

Based on time and cost that research needs (for example are search about urban programing took 3 month) the public thoughts really respect the research and know it as a tool for attending in governing in department decisions and better governing and finally as a guarantee for person rights and never look at research as a unnecessary ceremony or useless one.

3) France in frame the rules and ceremony about department research based on regulation date 6/June.1959 approved [7] this regulation public laws and as law maker feels research is essential use it.

Most of department decision in France like cancels ownership and programs about urban and rule reclamation needs department research (trait elementary droit administrative; p214).

Offer: we have no background about public research but as we see lots of benefits in it will be so efficient that public decision that they are important for people take after research and public referendum to use public thoughts, ideas and suggestions like decisions about nationality, approving big industrial or agriculture programs and urban and rural reclamation.

Actions like public research and requesting people ideas or measurements holding ceremonies by attendance of experts and performing persons have great impact on right decisions and public and public satisfactory. Nature of human escape from government and power and if no person ask them such a department and tools we useless and their actions will be nutrient and cause to attending people and no regular responsibility or less responsibility

a) No regular responsibility or less responsibility:

Hard pollster for governors as they are force to be responsible for any little action or duties cause to destroy innovation and confident and they try to not made mistake more than doing their legal tasks and find a suit answer for chairman.

On one hand it seems increasing the responsibility percentage somehow is vague, regard this, the social groups attendance and benefit persons is need to be responsible, one the other hand increasing public attendance in creating aims god’s, public tasks or even coordination on doing them cause to decrease governor and department agents responsibility. So, as the amount of public attendance increase and be more active the same the amount of governors will decrease. Conclusion, some of models and concept of responsibility especially in law and politic frames will loses the main concept. [1].

People right to achieve governments in formation is the introduction of responsibility we have two types of responsibility: Active and passive active responsibility means governor report their actions an aims, politics, programs and actions.

And explain victory or losses and the reasons. Passive responsibility means governors answers to the questions. This type is more important than active one because in active version governors will talk about reports that appreciate their actions or decisions and less talk about mistake, errors and defects or drawback but in passive responsibility they should answer to public thoughts questions.

Part 2: Responsibility’s basis:

The word basis refers to the real base of responsibility that if clarity and free answers doesn’t provide it means this responsibility is nutrient.

Paragraph 1: Clarity:

Clarity means society talks be achievable for people to attend in tasks and attend in country politic programing and governing (informing people about government actions is a vital need to able people judge about their actions).
In a society that governed base on people ideas, one of important democracy terms is, people know about government actions [4].

Clarity cause to make government pollster and power control easy and make able people to defend their selves against government action and avoid misuse of power by governors. Efficiency of decision in society management will increase by government and people confident to them and responsible governors can achieve better and logical decisions. Governors like lawyers act base on aims and people interests and people attendance will increase and society will manage in better way.

Clarity cause to better pollster on tasks and ignorance of public governors, this idea is based on that power is a cause of reprobation and it is the traditional view of clarity need based on different approaches we can divide to aspects. In personal view pollster need to achieve information about individual situation in relation with government to able person defend himself against political misuse but in the order hand in citizen ship or society view the pollster is essential to avoid misuse of selected governors. In Kant view not only pelicans and governors but also personal thoughts couldn’t trust to their healthy until they analyzed by free judge measurement and public ideas.

So the aim of this part is responsible government that it’s possible to make them responsible about their actions make their decisions in an efficient way. Her it should be not that free space and clarity of government is act like two side sword. Although researches show clarity brings some benefits but more emphasize on responsibility cause to create some procedure like excess legacy or excess cautious that they are cause to remain old law (where oven). Jeremy Bentham England philosopher pay attention clarity topic against people who are not agree with direct pollster of government action because they believe that the people raw judgment are wrong.

The main conclusions Bentham was that people will judge in every situation. And using this law can help them to avoid mistake in their judgments and help them to make decisions based on correct information to show the wrong logic of supporters talk to people as one of them and said your or not able to judgment because you have no information and you should remain sally to be unable to judgment.

By this hiding information makes the situation that itself created worth actions that related others right if they aren’t allowed to discuss in public in basis terms are illegal:

Conclusions:
1. Responsibility cause to people confidant government and remaining of it
2. Responsibility cause to inform people about country task and their interpretation and attendance of them.
3. Governors should announce the reasons basis of decisions.
4. Clarity cause to inform people about government tasks and make them able to correct judgment about them and easy the pollster of government actions and control power and able to people defend the selves against governments actions and avoid misuse of power by governors.
5. Information freedom in political aspect in one of responsibility basis.
6. Information freedom and its fields to achievable people to attend in decisions about public problems and able them to pollster the managers action is an important tool to act against corruption.
7. Information freedom had been accept is most countries constitution.
8. Official and political responsibility cause to limit governors power and answering about actions and cause to reform the society and is a milestone in parliament power.
9. Creating parties and people crowds is a nature and society talent of human and has positive affects in giving people rights because it’s easy to act against person but not easy to do so again party.
10. Demonstrations and parades are group actions and one of public rights and its one of clear elements of democracy and one of tools to make governments responsibility are one of making government responsible.
11. Newspapers are one making government responsible tools and in this world is element of democracy and guarantee government responsibility and its need to have free news pollster to talk about thoughts and ideas.
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